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RANDOM PATH OR 
REPUTED PRACTICE?

In April 2016, I invited retired designer John Stram, L/IDSA, 
to speak at Auburn as part of my industrial design history 
course. His portfolio features a wide field of work from his 
time in school, design consultancies, large corporations and 
freelance activity. For several weeks prior to his arrival, I had 
been reshooting each of his 35 mm slides, adjusting and 
retouching them to give his portfolio a digital rebirth. Upon 
arriving at Auburn, John, a slightly short and energetic man 
with a bit of an edge, seemed uneasy about how “our kids” 
might view his work. Perhaps it was an unfamiliarity with 
PowerPoint, or maybe the work had just been on the shelf 
awhile. In any case, as we walked through and made adjust-
ments to his presentation, I became fascinated both with the 
range and the depth of John’s projects and with his stories 
of his transitions between jobs. His repeated theme seemed 
to be “just look at how crazy things can turn out.”

Growing up in wartime California, and later in Colorado, 
John cut his teeth building models and hot-rodding cars. He 
remembers his mother’s innate sense for the simple, honest 
objects in their home and how they influenced his leanings 
toward thoughtful necessity. After flunking a semester at 
the University of Colorado, he later excelled in design at 
the Chouinard Art Institute (now California Institute of the 
Arts) in Los Angeles. His thesis project for a progressively 

C
onviction is not easy to cultivate. In teaching design, it is often challenging to create frameworks 

that motivate students to excellence. Conviction first requires a critical self-assessment that is 

not natural for us, particularly if we happen to be 20 years old. It seems that each semester at 

some crucial point within a project I find myself struggling to grow a student’s conviction, to encourage them 

to improve their designs and to push beyond where they are for a larger cause if for no other reason than to 

strengthen their professional portfolio.

By Shea Tillman, IDSA
tillmts@auburn.edu

Shea Tillman, an associate professor at Auburn University, currently teaches fourth-year advanced product design and foundations studios, 
as well as industrial design history. His professional experience includes work as an industrial designer with TTi and Cooper Lighting, as 
well as a user researcher with SonicRim. He has led design and innovation collaborations with companies such as Emerson Tool, Eastman, 
Werner, Leica Geosystems and Microsoft, and holds a BID from Auburn University and an MA from The Ohio State University.
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coded wayfinding system for the newly 
adopted interstate highway system was 
critically acclaimed and nearly adopted 
by the Department of Transportation. 
The success of this project provided a 
later invitation to study at the graduate 
program at UCLA. He shrugs off the con-
nection: “It’s just how things change. You 
just never know.”

From a historical perspective, John’s 
professional career reads like a who’s 
who of late midcentury design: studying 
under John Lautner and Niels Diffrient, 
FIDSA, in school, developing retail con-
cepts for shopping malls at Victor Gruen 
Associates, designing state-of-the-art computer systems at 
IBM during the Elliot Noyes, FIDSA, and Paul Rand era, and 
collaborating with Mario Bellini on a freelance job. His design 
work for IBM is particularly stunning, both in its technical 
execution and scope: products, interfaces, company post-
ers, interiors for factory floors, a library, a cleanroom. When 
asked what enabled him to break out into the other design 
disciplines, John quickly quips, “Good design is good design. 
It does not matter what you are working on.”

“A container for computer tape? 
What exactly is computer tape?” ask 
some students, as John allows the 1960s 
reels to pile and unravel on the front 
table. The small auditorium only seats 
50, but the back walls are lined with 
additional students and faculty who have 
slipped in to see his presentation. As 
John sequences through his images, the 
large screen illuminates the room in the 
dominant hue of each slide. John gently 
pulls out a sample of the IBM Series 500 
magnetic tape container, contrasting his 
design with a previous model. As he 
walks through the explanations of each 

design decision, the differences between the two are evi-
dent, and his connection with the audience is palpable. The 
tapered, slim-line massing of the container invites the user 
to handle and carry it securely, an audible vacuum-click 
accompanies the unlocking of the top, and the 16 uniquely 
specified materials provide a jewel-like quality that elevates 
it from the mundane to a museum piece. Despite the obvi-
ous crafted beauty, John insists that each detail represents 
a specific solution to a use problem. He goes on to explain 

“Sometimes, beautiful design inspires us. 
 Occasionally, an exceptional designer’s work 
 challenges us. It can build a conviction of 
 what we could or should be.”

John Stram’s IBM Series 500 data 
processing magnetic tape container from 
1968 is part of the Permanent Design 
Collection at MoMA.
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that IBM’s 1968 entry into the magnetic tape business 
to support the company’s hardware lines represented its 
commitment to produce the best tape in the world. This 
investment demanded a home worthy of its inhabitant. In a 
way, John’s tape container from his time in the Boulder, CO, 
office represents a summary glimpse into IBM design of this 
era: the best design that money could buy for arguably the 
most expensive products produced on earth. When asked 
“How did you go about getting it into MOMA’s Permanent 
Design Collection?” John replies, “I have no idea. One day, 
I just got a letter from Philip Johnson.”

John continues by discussing his promotion to indus-
trial design and graphics manager, that moved him to IBM’s 
Poughkeepsie, NY, office. During his time here, his ground-
breaking efforts to use the principles of Swiss typography 
to clearly organize the touch pad functions transformed the 
look and feel of product interfaces to come. Also among 
his responsibilities was the management of IBM’s storied 
white room, an invisible-cornered studio the size of a bas-
ketball court in which many of IBM’s flagship products were 
photographed with an other-worldly Kubrick vibe. “I was a 
rebel. The engineers called me the long-haired hippie.” John 
smiled wryly while mentioning his shift into management. 
His neatly combed silver ponytail and unassuming manner 
at the podium mildy obscure the image of him as a former 
creative troublemaker who sported cowboy boots through 
the corporate office of the 1970s.

In 1978, John left IBM in New York, having been hired 
by an architectural firm back in Boulder. The principal of the 
firm had recalled John’s earlier freelance work. John began 
shifting his focus more toward interior design. Later, a for-
mer IBMer actually accepted a high-budget architectural 
proposal under the condition that they hire John to design 
his interiors. Talk about referrals! 

To hear John describe it, his academic path was a 
humorous string of contradictions. Despite struggling with 
a learning disability, he went on to serve as an instructor 
and lecturer at eight different schools and universities, at 
one point even teaching an honors class. He describes 
the “best time of my life” as teaching design at The Ohio 
State University, then follows with stories of presenting 
to a Saudi tycoon in the Mediterranean and leading retail 
design at Hallmark. While the awards for John’s designs are 
numerous (Wescon, AIGA, Smithsonian, MOMA, Form, ID, 
etc.) and the 13 patents evidence of his innovations, what 
continually stands out are his understated solutions within 
each project.

One student asks, “Beyond solving problems, how 

would you describe your design philosophy?” A brief pause 
and quizzical glance proceed his response: “I don’t know 
how to answer that,” as if to say, is there anything more?

While I sat watching the wonder of 20-year-olds gap-
ing at unfamiliar mainframe computing systems, it began 
to dawn on me that John had not fallen into great jobs, 
projects and opportunities. There was actually no shred of 
coincidence in his professional career. It was his work and 
how he worked with colleagues and clients that paved the 
path before him. It was his work, above that of his peers, 
that stood out without being pretentious. It was his work 
that solved both large- and small-scale problems down to 
every last detail for those who worked with him or hired 
him. This exceptional level of work that engineers and man-
agers remembered years after their IBM tenure kept them 
coming back to work with John. I could see it. More impor-
tantly, my students could also see it through the images 
and stories of now-obsolete technological landscapes; 
they could clearly discern the level of John’s work and his 
influence on projects.

Then came the conviction: Is my work so compelling 
and solution-oriented that its value is held by others as 
invaluable? You could see it in each of John’s photos as 
the solutions were explained: reducing a client’s costs, an 
ergonomic detail, streamlining assembly processes, bring-
ing clarity to a complex task. John’s self-acknowledged 
failures were keenly identified as his failures to know or 
recognize the problem, not the design itself. Where do ego, 
self-expression and promotion come into this? They don’t.

After John’s presentation, I urged my students to ask 
themselves, “Would my colleagues leverage their first-choice 
consultant in order to work with me? Does my work affect 
my peers and colleagues to this level?” This realization 
seemed both a harsh conviction and a motivating challenge 
for us as I stepped up to thank John. 

Stories about designing can often ripen with time 
and perspective. John Stram’s descriptive first-person 
accounts of lessons learned through his design projects, 
professional relationships and career paths transcend 
generational and technological divides despite the years 
passed. This illustrates the tremendous potential that an 
experience narrative can enable us, at any age, to better 
teach and practice design.

“Do you think it went OK?” he asked as we eased 
away from the crowd. “I couldn’t really read what they were 
thinking.” 

“Yes,” I said, as I thought to myself, they’re all itching to 
work with you.  n

STORYTELLING
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Clockwise, from top left: The 1975 keyboard design for the IBM 3270 Information Display System incorporated a wrist rest and pencil stop drawn from obser-
vational studies. n The 1978 home computer concept for IBM exhibited a range of housing options, including vivid colors, wood veneer and Marimekko fabric. 
n The look of the era: John Stram’s IBM Series 500 data processing magnetic tape reel from 1968 shown with an earlier model mainframe.








